
Effective process control 
with innovative software
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Editorial

CEOs, AWR GmbH

“AWR software solutions are 
based on 25 years of experience 
and engineering expertise, and 
an unbending passion for the 
task at hand.
These are the staple ingredients 
of our effective process control 
solutions for a wide range of 
industries.”

Herbert Rica   Stefan Aichele
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Our scalable process control  
system can be adapted to the  

size of your plant, however  
large or small.

aAddCon is our own-developed, modular process control system for production facilities 

of all sizes across the industry – from small bakeries to large beverage plants.

Applications

Productivity
 Individual project  

 management

 Optimized production  
 performance

 Continuous operation  
 without downtimes

Efficiency
 Maximum ease of use

 High flexibility

 Optimal use of raw 
 materials

Safety
 Legal certainty

 System and operation 
 reliability

 Quality assurance

Our modules can be successively integrated into your existing system, as and when you need, for simple and reliable 
product traceability. Alternatively, use aAddCon right from the beginning, and let us plan your facilities for you. We 
know the various industry sector requirements and can help you design your plant to achieve an optimal balance of 
productivity, efficiency and safety.
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PlaSticS /  
chEmicalS induStriES

Bulk goods dosing; transport of 
polyolefins and PVC plastics

From micro plants to large-scale industry, 
aAddCon serves a wide scope of applications.

BEvEragE manufacturErS / 
BrEwEriES

Effective recipe management 
integrated in the dosing system; 
high levels of quality assurance 
and flexibility

food SEctor /  
BakEriES

Processing of loose goods; 
automated, time-controlled sour 
dough calculations; compensation 
of fats in raw materials 

PharmacEuticalS /  
hEalth induStry

Traceability down to individual 
packaging units and high dosing 
accuracy 

mEchanical EnginEEring / 
automotivE induStry

OEE (Overall Equipment  
Effectiveness)
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Product overview

· technical manager 
· Production manager

Production Planning  
and controlling

PcPc

Pc

· Product engineers

rEciPES and ParamEtErS

laB / Product EnginEEring

incoming goodS / warEhouSE

Plant – cEntral controlling

data inPut managE

BarcodE 
ScannEr

· material handler

looSE goodS

aAddCon:  
a process control system  
that lives up to its name.

Our aAddCon process control system is modular and can be customized 

for small factories and complex large plants alike. 

Whatever your industry sector or requirements, we can offer you a 

suitable and flexible solution tailored to your specific needs. 

aAddCon Batch  p 13

aAddCon Scanner

aAddCon Barcode Generator

aAddCon Loose Goods  p 26

 p 27

 p 24

aAddCon Maintenance

aAddCon Video Mode

aAddCon Toolbox

aAddCon Trend

aAddCon Reporting

aAddCon Step Monitoring

 p 19

 p 18

 p 32

 p 21

 p 20

 p 10
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aAddCon Rfid Login

· material handler

finiShEd goodS 
logiSticS /  diSPatch

Pc

Pc

Pc

Pc

outgoing goodS

· it manager

cEntral on-SitE SErvEr

it officE

Plant 

SEnd

cloud
(SErvEr)

· operator 
· Qm / quality control

Plant oPEration

ProcESS 

cool / hEat 

mix,
wEigh, mEaSurE, rEcord

run

id

· general manager 
· controller

- SaP, windowS 
- ErP SyStEm

chEck

Pack, 
fill

Below is an overview of our modules and their areas of use. We cover the entire process flow from warehouse data entry 
up to product delivery. As the aAddCon modules are compatible with almost all SCAdA systems, you can add them 
individually to your existing system as and where your processes require fine-tuning. 

 p 25

aAddCon Batch  p 13

aAddCon Simatic framework  p 11

aAddCon Maintenance

aAddCon Trend

 p 19

 p 18

aAddCon Redundancy  p 34
aAddCon Office integration

aAddCon ERP Connect

 p 31

 p 30

SErvEr
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The aAddCon process control 
system comprises 15 modules.

aAddCon:  
perfectly synchronized modules  

for greater efficiency.

The art of developing software for automated facilities requires detailed knowledge of the 

processes and the underlying technologies. We have both. Our software engineers are highly 

qualified and always up-to-the-minute with new technologies. We know exactly what plant 

operators need to increase the efficiency and safety of their equipment; our software ideas  

are always totally practice-oriented. 

A further cornerstone of our success strategy is our team’s programming expertise which 

ensures the flawless realization of innovative ideas. Last but not least, our enthusiasm for 

process control systems has been our driving force for over 25 years.

aAddCon - The modular process control system 

higher
productivity
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The aforementioned cornerstones provide a 

solid foundation for an almost unrivalled pro-

cess control system for plants of all sizes: AWR’s 

aAddCon Process Control System. aAddCon is a 

modular system which we are continuously ex-

tending with innovative new modules – always 

with the objective of increasing plant efficiency, 

safety and productivity. 

Talk to us: we will be only too happy to explain 

how aAddCon can be used to fine-tune your sys-

tem and bring out the very best in your plant.

what Exactly iS aaddcon?

aAddCon is a combination of WinCC, WebServer, .net 
applications and Simatic Step7, for simple and efficient 
recipe generation, management and use. Our selection 

A modular process control system.

process for the individual components is manufacturer-
independent.
 We have designed aAddCon so that software modules 
can be added as and when needed – for instance, to ex-
tend facilities or to include new features that will increase 
productivity. A virtual machine (VM) also guarantees the 
highest level of production safety. 
 One of our key system specifications was to make sure 
that aAddCon fits in smoothly with visual display systems 
such as Zenon, inTouch, or SiMATiC/WinCC. This enables 
you to run your production flexibly, customized to your 
needs, and independent of your programming base. 

PErfEct communication BEtwEEn PcS  
and thE Plant EQuiPmEnt 

Seamless interfaces to SCAdA systems and PLCs create all 
the necessary conditions for efficient automated dosing 
processes. The aAddCon Toolbox and Simatic framework 
modules provide you with all the building blocks for flaw-
less communication between the various system elements.

aAddCon meets the specific requirements of 
the beverage industry and offers efficiency and 
yield calculations (max. possible quantity of 
filled bottles) as well as target/actual perfor-
mance comparisons.

rEad on  

for an overview of the aAddCon modules and their 
features for recipe control, data acquisition and  
evaluation, and secure production.
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aAddCon’s intuitive user interface 
makes for easier and more efficient 
plant operation.

Learning to ‘drive’ aAddCon  
is easy. From then on,  

you’re in control.

aAddCon is 100% compatible with your system. We have created a comprehensive 

collection of tools for seamless integration into SCADA systems such as WinCC, inTouch, 

etc., for instant graphs and diagrams after just a few clicks. The aAddCon Toolbox 

contains modules for Siemens Simatic S7 controllers, for instance, and offers different 

possibilities for SCADA integration. 

aAddCon Toolbox

 PLC (Simatic S7) and SQL Server interfaces

 All switching operations are recorded in SQL Server,  
 incl. respective data reports

 All measured values are recorded in SQL Server at  
 10-second intervals, incl. respective data reports

For more information:
www.awr-automation.com/
aaddcon/toolbox

EaSy viSualization

Creating schematics and diagrams is straightforward 
and independent of your existing software base, as all  
aAddCon objects have been created with faceplates and 
are stored in libraries. When using these objects, all 
the important attributes are retrieved via dialogues and  
automatically transferred to the resulting image object. if 
a source object is changed, any linked image objects are 
immediately updated. Recently developed dialogues make 
it easier than ever to make changes, and it is now possible 
to create variables almost completely automatically.
 All this makes it easy to connect aAddCon to your 
own SCAdA system and to control your plant with state-
of-the-art processes to increase efficiency and production 
reliability. 

sCADA IntegrAtIonaAddCon Toolbox
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aAddCon Simatic Framework can be used for  
any industry sector. It contains a process control 
library and modular templates for schematics  
and diagrams.

Plan and manage your plant  
exactly how you want – and get  

the best out of it.

Most plants need to operate 24/7 over many years, without interruption. We can provide you 

with the building blocks to make this possible. And more to boot: after an introductory train-

ing that usually lasts around two days, you will be able to plan and manage your plant all on 

your own. Significantly faster than before. And customized to your needs. Easy diagram creation 

and the possibility to configure the settings and plan your dosing processes with just a few 

clicks make it simple to perform changes by yourself.

aAddCon Simatic framework

 “String to real” or “String compare” for  
 C-compliant strings

 Copy and timer functions

 Pasteurization unit calculations, target flow  
 temperature calculations, filling level calculations  
 for conical containers, density sensors for reading  
 out concentration or temperature values

 Image modules for WinCC Flexible and TIA Portal  
 for smooth interfacing to S7 standard modules

 Ready-made archiving and accounting modules

 Interface options for fast meters

For more information:
www.awr-automation.com/
aaddcon/simaticframework

We have developed standard objects for WinCC and PLCs 
for easier and standardized project planning and manage-
ment. aAddCon Simatic framework contains flexible ele-
ments for devices such as engines, valves, controls, etc., 
that provide simulation features and an option to specify 
substitute values directly in the PLC.
 Also included are a help function, SCAdA interfaces, 
an option to specify manipulated values to frequency con-
verters, and analogue values processing. aAddCon Simatic 
framework interacts with all common valve types.
 aAddCon Simatic framework also contains standard 
modules for communicating with other controllers. from 
basic communication to S7 block communication to UdP 
interfaces, everything is possible.

BuIlDIng BloCks for CustomIzeD 
projeCt mAnAgementaAddCon Simatic framework
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Custom-control production 
and automatically meet all 

the legal standards.

aAddCon is a modular control system for plant automation that grants 

you an overview of the various dosing processes at all times. A key ad-

vantage is the ability to manage several simultaneously running produc-

tion processes for different products. The Batch Manager interacts with 

PLCs to manage the recipes.

Recipe-controlled processes

Constant quality control – compliant with 
legal standards – through automatic process 
recording with aAddCon.
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ContInuous mIxIng proCessaAddCon Batch

cuStomizEd rEciPE-controllEd ProcESSES 

Every production plant is different. This is why we  
designed the core module of our aAddCon system to be 
very flexible. aAddCon Batch meets specific production 
requirements and allows you to control your processes 
completely individually. Production planning, recipe 
management, batch process control, and materials man-
agement are all web-based, and accessible and editable in 
a web browser at any time. 

flExiBlE and SafE Production

Use our state-of-the-art technologies for flexible, batch-
related and continuous production. Achieve improved 
efficiency and productivity with a high level of conveni-
ence – aAddCon Batch includes user management, data 
reports and production evaluations. 

aAddCon was designed to help you realize customized as 
well as very safe production. Permanent product trace-
ability ensures total quality assurance. 

lEgal comPliancE

Not only will aAddCon Batch help you customize your 
production to your exact needs, our system also meets all 
the legal requirements of product traceability. This mod-
ule is based on the international standard for batch pro-
cesses, iSA 88, and complies with GMP guidelines.
 As you can see, at AWR we have a very practice- 
oriented mindset. aAddCon Batch considers your prac-
tical specific requirements for optimal process control 
as well as the legal provisions. You can safely rely on  
aAddCon Batch to help increase your productivity.

Highly flexible, custom-controlled batch processes.

aAddCon enables automatic optimal dosing and tank 
management with batch traceability.
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Production stoppages are  
controlled by you, not the equipment:  

that’s part and parcel of the 
 intelligent aAddCon system.

Smart engineering: use our aAddCon Batch module to optimize your dosing processes. The 

system reacts to level indicators and low-level sensors in the containers and offers different 

options before supplies run out, allowing you to decide whether to refill with more supplies, 

stop production once the current container is empty, or swap over to the next tank.

aAddCon Batch portrays the dosing processes 
and shows the journey from the raw material 
to the finished mixed product.

ContInuous mIxIng proCessaAddCon Batch
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These two options provide for intelligent production pro-
cesses in which the supplies are optimally mixed. At the 
same time, all production data is recorded and adapted to 
your individual production process. Traceability is auto-
matically guaranteed.

Cyclic filling and 
emptying of the  
batch tanks

Dynamic dosing monitor for ongoing  
dosing processes

For more information:
www.awr-automation.com/
aaddcon/batch

intElligEnt tank SwaP ovErS

Shortly before any container runs dry during production, 
aAddCon Batch provides an option to swap tanks so that 
production can continue without interruption. At the 
same time, all batch data relating to the old and the new 
container – batch number, serial shipping container code 
(SSCC), container number – is recorded in the batch/lot 
code, thus ensuring product traceability according to EU 
regulations. 

automatic rESidual QuantitiES ProcESSing 

if, on the other hand, you want to end production once 
the current container is empty, simply activate aAddCon 
Batch’s residual quantities process. All the remaining 
components of the batch in question are then recalculated 
and automatically adapted. 

aAddCon Batch

 Recipe management

 User management

 Production planning incl. transfers from  
 higher-level ERP systems

 Batch process control

 Materials management incl. expiry and  
 container opening dates

 Quality management for  
 all production-relevant data

 Tank changeovers with or without operator  
 confirmation

 Residual quantities processing for  
 the products to be dosed

 Provisional stock booking for simultaneous  
 use of raw materials from one warehouse
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Comprehensive data recording 
is both a safety airbag and  

a turbo boost.

When developing aAddCon, we focussed strongly on what plant operators expect 

from their plant and what really increases efficiency and safety in practice. 

aAddCon includes a choice of data evaluation modules offering key benefits such 

as reliable product traceability for the highest level of legal certainty, and safe 

process flows that raise efficiency. 

data recording and evaluation

aAddCon records process values and 
stores them in an SQL database -  
for maximum product safety.
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aAddCon Reporting and aAddCon Video Mode give you constant access to past activities so  

that you can retrace production stages down to the last detail. aAddCon Trend shows current  

production trends, and aAddCon Maintenance guards against future maintenance issues.

These four intelligent software modules help you use the acquired data in a smart way to achieve more and sustainable 
efficiency and to fully exploit your plant’s potential.

Everything under control: the past, the present, the future.

In beer production, aAddCon Trend  
continuously records the original wort  
and alcohol content; production is  
constantly monitored.

aAddCon Trend

aAddCon MaintenanceaAddCon Video Mode

aAddCon Reporting
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reCorDIng AnD evAluAtIng  
proDuCtIon DAtAaAddCon Trend

Control tomorrow's production 
by evaluating today’s trends.

aAddCon Trend captures all measurements configured in the process control 

system via the PLC and transfers them to a database. This data can be 

displayed and evaluated in a variety of ways. The graphs reveal at a glance 

whether your process chain still needs optimizing or whether it is being used 

to its full potential. 

aAddCon Trend

 aAddCon Real-Time Trend for the simultaneous  
 display of up to six of the latest measurements,  
 in one trend chart

 aAddCon Historic Trend for the simultaneous display  
 of up to six measurements from a freely definable  
 period in the past

 Analogue Values Trend feature for exporting  
 measurements to a report for printing

For more information:
www.awr-automation.com/
aaddcon/trend

The various trend evaluation options make aAddCon 
Trend a valuable module for sustainable performance  
enhancements. As aAddCon Trend is a web-based appli-
cation, the graphs and diagrams can also be displayed on 
smartphones and tablet PCs.
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preventIve mAIntenAnCeaAddCon Maintenance

Prevention is always better  
than standstills.  

Plant performance is important for high productivity, but availability also plays a major 

role. As a plant operator, it is important to anticipate technical problems such as breakdowns 

or faulty elements and to take precautions in advance. aAddCon Maintenance increases the 

availability of your plant by helping you to prevent any malfunctions along the line.

aAddCon Maintenance

 Information about upcoming maintenance services

 Recording of all maintenance processes and intervals

 Easy-to-understand reports with individual filter  
 features

For more information:
www.awr-automation.com/
aaddcon/maintenance

aaddcon maintEnancE – an intErnal ‘mot’

This intelligent module will inform you in good time when 
the next maintenance is due. Between the servicing dates 
the number of switching operations, operating hours, 
disruptions and performed maintenance services are  
automatically recorded for each device (valves, engines, 
sensors) involved in the process control system. aAddCon 
Maintenance helps you secure the maximum productivity 
of your plant over the long term – because prevention is 
always less costly than repairing.

uSEr-friEndly documEntation

aAddCon Maintenance makes it easy to plan and organ-
ize plant maintenance. Simply use the included report 
templates to create to-do lists for upcoming maintenance, 
for instance, or to document the completed maintenance 
work. Choose from a selection of filters to give your  
reports a professional design. 
 Like all the aAddCon modules, aAddCon Mainte-
nance can easily be retrofitted to your system at a later 
point in time.

aAddCon Maintenance provides up-to-date  
maintenance information on individual devices  
and general maintenance status overviews.
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“The data reports created with aAddCon 

Reporting help to locate even the smallest of 

errors in the production flow very quickly.  

The plant operator therefore loses no time  

and, ideally, may even be able to prevent a 

halt in production.” 

sAfe trACeABIlItyaAddCon Reporting

Not only is it reassuring to 
know what's going on, it also 
increases production safety.

When was which device activated? Where was which component used?  

Which operator did what? aAddCon Reporting lets you create informative 

reports with all the significant data in an instant. So that you always know 

what’s going on at your plant.

aAddCon Reporting

 Documentation of device functionality and  
 process events 

 Records all batch-related product data

 Easy data export to CSV, PDF, TIFF,  
 Web Archive, XLS, XML

For more information:
www.awr-automation.com/
aaddcon/reporting

This module provides all batch-relevant data on compo-
nents, batch number or quantities to make product trace-
ability even easier and more precise.  

Use the reports to track down any errors and their causes, 
and consequently take steps to increase production safe-
ty in the future. aAddCon Reporting gives you a host of  
options for instant, easy and efficient report generation.

Thomas Hoffner | AWR project engineer
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Watch your production line  
in action.

aAddCon Video Mode shows you the operating cycles, analogue values and pipe colouration 

from previous production cycles. Watch a slideshow of all the stages or move between images 

at your own pace.

aAddCon Video Mode

 Portray data from past productions

 View images individually or run a slideshow

 Reliable product traceability and improved safety  
 for ongoing production 

For more information:
www.awr-automation.com/
aaddcon/videomode

Being able to reconstruct individual stages from past pro-
duction cycles can bring distinct benefits for product 
traceability purposes. Configure your own filters in the 
database to import and represent the data with aAddCon 
Video Mode.      
 Showing past errors in this way helps prevent such 
mistakes recurring, thus again increasing production safe-
ty and even raising efficiency in the here and now.

The Video Mode shows the production history;  
each individual event is recorded, providing an ideal 
complement to the data reports.

aAddCon Video Mode vIsuAl trouBleshootIng
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Accurate data input right from 
the start: for problem-free data 

evaluation later on.

We provide the software for fast and reliable data acquisition and entry, whether 

in the warehouse or in production. Valid data is an indispensable basis for gaining 

insights into performance, discovering untapped potential, and finding out where 

efficiency is not yet at its peak.

Accurate data input right from the 
start – for problem-free data evalua-

tion later on.

We provide the software for fast and reliable data acquisition and entry, whether in the 

warehouse or in production. Valid data is an indispensable basis for gaining insights into 

performance, discovering untapped potential, and finding out where efficiency is not yet at 

its peak.

data input & administration

A barcode scanner makes data imports 
easy and much more reliable than when 
done manually.
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Using barcode scanners also 
facilitates the warehouse  
management of incoming goods – 
for faster and safer processes.

The aAddCon system contains four modules for accurate data entry and simple data management. 

When developing aAddCon, we paid as much attention 
to the peripheral aspects of control systems, such as 
warehouse management, as we did to the actual process 
flows (mixing processes, etc.) that form the core of such 
a system. it is vital to generate accurate data in the value 
chain right from the beginning in order to benefit in the 
succeeding stages and increase production safety and ef-
ficiency.

rEad on  

for detailed information about the advantages of these 
aAddCon modules.

Take your warehouse management to a new level.

for simple, smartcard-assisted system login  
and logout

aAddCon Rfid Login

for safe warehouse data acquisition

aAddCon Scanner

for own barcode generation

aAddCon Barcode Generator

for accurate administration of sacks,  
canisters, etc.

aAddCon Loose Goods
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DAtA Input In the wArehouse aAddCon Scanner

Competent warehouse  
management is the best basis 

for more efficiency. 

aAddCon Scanner considerably simplifies your warehouse administration: 

the right container is found quickly, and product mix-ups are prevented. 

Expiry dates are constantly monitored and the system automatically 

provides feedback on stock products on the brink of their best-before date.

aAddCon Scanner

 Warning signal when a container that is not the  
 oldest in the warehouse is being connected

 Calculation of the residual quantity after dosing  
 from a container, and automatic booking as new  
 container contents

 Prevention of incorrectly calculated container  
 contents 

For more information:
www.awr-automation.com/
aaddcon/scanner

dirEct BarcodE ScannEr intErfacE

aAddCon Scanner facilitates the organization of your 
containers with a barcode scanner directly interfaced to 
your system. A wireless datalogic barcode scanner with 
EAN128/GS1-128 support is used. We have developed an 
own Windows CE-based app for the scanner to ensure  
optimal materials management.

gradual tranSition to BarcodES

aAddCon Scanner gives you the option to decide for every 
single container place whether it should be controlled by 
the tank management system or assigned as a manually 
operated container position. This allows you to succes-
sively introduce barcode scanning until all your suppliers 
have fitted their containers with barcodes.

aAddCon Scanner ties in perfectly with 
your batch processes, thus preventing 
product mix-ups.
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A module that provides  
ease of use and added safety.

No more worries about typing errors and forgotten passwords:  

aAddCon RFID Login lets you log in to your system without a  

user name/password combination. Authentication can occur via smartcard: 

with either an RFID key or an ID card that contains such a chip. 

aAddCon Rfid Login

 Simple and safe login per smartcard

 Automatic logout, freely configurable

 Individual user identification for optimal traceability

 Central, web-based management of user data

For more information:
www.awr-automation.com/
aaddcon/rfidlogin

BEttEr tracEaBility, imProvEd SafEty.

Each user has their own personal id, thus guaranteeing 
detailed traceability, and assumes responsibility for their 
actions during plant operation. 

IntellIgent logIn 
AnD logoutaAddCon Rfid Login

Safe access to the aAddCon system is 
made easy with the aAddCon RFID Login 
module via smartcard or personal ID card.

Should a user forget to log out, the system will do this 
either automatically when the shift ends or after a set  
period of inactivity.
 All the users of this web-based system can be man-
aged on a central website. Authentication occurs via the 
internal aAddCon database or the active directory of your 
MS Windows domain, which offers the advantage of being 
able to pool users into groups and manage them in the MS 
Windows administration console.
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With aAddCon Scanner, you can now enter pack-
ing units such as sacks and canisters into the aAddCon 
system the same way as containers and tank goods.  
New features in aAddCon Batch Manager provide a pre-
cise overview of current inventory and ensure accurate 
and reliable data and materials management at all times!

At last:  
easy management of  
canisters and sacks!

Entering loose goods into your system can be very error-prone.  

In the past, a lack of alternatives made it difficult to reliably manage warehouses 

with such goods. aAddCon Loose Goods now provides the solution.

aAddCon Loose Goods

 Accurate scanner-assisted entry of loose goods

 Easy management with aAddCon Batch Manager

 Complete overview of current stock

For more information:
www.awr-automation.com/
aaddcon/loosegoods

seAmless wArehouse mAnAgementaAddCon Loose Goods

Sacks and canisters can be accurately managed 
with barcodes; the stock data is integrated into 
the batch system.
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Customer-specific barcodes can be 
generated on site with aAddCon Barcode 
Generator.

Don’t be held up by  
third-party limits: generate your 

own barcodes.

Do some loose goods from your suppliers still not have barcodes?  

Then generate them yourself – with the innovative aAddCon Barcode Generator!  

In combination with aAddCon Scanner and aAddCon Loose Goods you can manage  

all kinds of materials, including sacks and canisters, easily and accurately. 

aAddCon Barcode Generator

 Generate 1D barcodes according to EAN128 or  
 as a 2D data matrix code according to GS1

 MS Windows interface guarantees  
 full functionality 

 Easy use in practice optimises 
    warehouse management 

For more information:
www.awr-automation.com/
aaddcon/barcodegenerator

intEgratEd mS windowS aPPlication

Our Barcode Generator is easy to connect: either use the 
integrated MS-Windows interface or the background soft-
ware with the same feature set. The barcodes are automati-
cally generated via an SQL database table. 

BEttEr data Quality

This is another system module for long-term improved 
data quality management, leading to considerably better 
product safety.

CreAte your own BArCoDesaAddCon Barcode Generator
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aAddCon is easy and  
straightforward to integrate 

into your existing system.

Good software for controlling automation processes needs to be compatible 

with other platforms as well as fulfilling the defined specifications.  

The extraordinary versatility of the aAddCon modules provides extra added 

value for our customers: it is 100% compatible with other SCADA systems, 

modular, and extremely flexible.

flexible system interfaces

Administration staff can easily 
further edit all the process data, 
as aAddCon is compatible with 
other SCADA systems.
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aAddCon is extremely flexible: the system 
allows on-site plant configuration with  
simultaneous feedback to higher-level  
control systems – but central operation of 
the entire plant is also possible.

Thanks to its versatility, aAddCon achieves a 

double technical balancing act. 

EaSy Scada intErfacE

You can connect aAddCon to your system and control 
your specific processes effortlessly, without any major 
conversions. Continue to use your familiar visualization 
tools and simultaneously enjoy the added opportunities 
for optimizing your plant and increasing productivity. 
With growing confidence in working with aAddCon you 
can customize your processes to your own specific needs. 

modular SyStEm

aAddCon gives you almost unlimited flexibility because 
it is a modular system. You can improve and extend your 
plant without any difficulty by integrating individual 
modules into your process chain – always on the basis 
of your existing SCAdA system, always compatible with 
your MS Office applications.

You stay flexible because aAddCon is flexible.

rEad on  

for more details about aAddCon ERP Connect 
and aAddCon Office integration.

You can use aAddCon to manage your entire production 
per remote control from a different location and still 
have a complete overview of all ongoing processes.
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Connect aAddCon to your  
ERP system and seize the opportunity 

to increase productivity. 

Your ERP system helps to make sure that all materials are at the right place, at the right 

time, and in the right quantities. Our aAddCon ERP Connect module enables smooth data 

exchanges with your ERP system and incorporates this information into the batch process 

management, thus helping you to always achieve optimal plant process planning.

aAddCon ERP Connect

 Data interface for customized requirements  
 (e.g. iDoc-capable XML files)

 Import interface for reporting incoming goods or  
 components being processed in the batch system

 Export interface for consumption data reports or  
 sending empty-status signals

For more information:
www.awr-automation.com/
aaddcon/erpconnect

aAddCon ERP Connect enables you to deploy your re-
sources very efficiently by letting you combine informa-
tion from warehouse management and production. Effec-
tive resource planning and demand-oriented use puts you 
in the pole position – use every millisecond to secure your 
competitive edge!

erp system InterfACeaAddCon ERP Connect

aAddCon ERP Connect transfers production 
data information promptly to the higher-level 
control system. This constant data exchange 
ensures that you get the best out of your plant.
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  Know your  
operating cycles!

aAddCon Office Integration provides easy to understand 

visuals of your operating cycles in standard office 

applications and includes numerous evaluation options.  

It is optimally streamlined for simple data processing in  

MS Office. A prime example of effective integration.

aAddCon Office integration

 Depiction of process cycles in MS Office

 Customized diagrams and evaluations 
 via AddIns

 Extensive further processing options in MS Office 

For more information:
www.awr-automation.com/
aaddcon/officeintegration

EaSy viSualization

After importing the operating cycle data from the data-
base, you can define per mouse click which elements you 
want to compare or view side-by-side. There are various 
options available for designing your graphs and diagrams.

100% comPatiBlE 

further data processing in MS Office applications is easy, 
comprehensive, and with multiple options – from evalu-
ating your measured data, to fast barcode generation for 
transferring your documents to an archiving system.

ms offICe CompAtIBIlItyaAddCon Office integration

Diagrams of the operating cycles enable direct 
evaluation of production data to help you get the 
best out of your system.
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Always knowing exactly where 
you are helps you to react faster 

in an emergency situation.

Take the next step into the future with aAddCon Step Monitoring: control your 

processes without having to interrupt operations in the event of an error.  

You will always be up to date on what’s going on, can follow events in real-time, 

and quickly localize any potential problems. aAddCon Step Monitoring visualizes 

the sequence chains, thus making them easy to monitor and control. 

aAddCon Step Monitoring enables 
complete and step-by-step monitoring 

of the production process.

vIsuAlIze proCess stepsaAddCon Step Monitoring
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At what point is the process now? aAddCon Step 
Monitoring shows you exactly where you are.

imProvEd ProcESS control and rEduction of 
StoPPagES 

in the event of an error, the system highlights the faulty 
stage for immediate identification. All the stages, such as 
the mixing process, can be precisely controlled and the 
operator can quickly identify any potential error sources 
in the single-step mode. 
 aAddCon Step Monitoring thus reduces production 
interruptions and enables efficient process control.

Dynamic process flowcharts are a valuable aid.

aAddCon Step Monitoring

 Sequence chain data is automatically imported  
 from the PLC

 The sequence chain is displayed in individual steps 

 The potential error source is highlighted in colour

For more information:
www.awr-automation.com/
aaddcon/stepmonitoring

how doES aaddcon StEP monitoring work?

The exported sequence chains are saved as a simplified 
xml file which can then be imported into WinCC and  
displayed as a graph. All contemporary data and the PLC 
step enabling conditions are automatically shown, and 
the current stage is highlighted in colour. Any corrective  
action taken in the step sequence is communicated to the 
PLC. This always gives you a real-time view of the cur-
rent process status, so that you can remediate any errors 
as they arise.
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A virtual machine prevents  
real plant standstills.

Don’t leave the safety of your production to chance – use intelligent foresight  

and redundant hard- and software as a safety net. In a real emergency, such a 

‘system clone’ will take over straight away so that production can continue without 

interruption. This reduces your downtime risks to a minimum, and by using 

aAddCon Redundancy to make your plant practically fail-safe, you will increase 

both availability and productivity over the long term. 

system DuplICAtIon for ADDeD sAfetyaAddCon Redundancy

aAddCon Redundancy provides a mirrored 
hardware configuration – for improved safety 
and fewer downtimes.
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how doES thE PrinciPlE of rEdundancy work?

aAddCon Redundancy uses a redundant, high avail-
ability (HA) cluster that executes the virtual aAddCon  
system fault-tolerant (fT) on an external storage medium. 
in the event of a host error, the system will immediately 
switch over to the fault-tolerant system, without affecting 
production. This will have no impact on the client systems 
linked to the server as none of the connections will be 
interrupted. After the faulty system has been repaired, it 
returns to the cluster and the fail-safe status is automati-
cally restored. 

douBlE BEnEfit

You can protect your system against downtimes in the  
redundant configuration even without the fault Tolerance 
(fT) option. The High Availability (HA) option monitors 
the protected virtual machines and, in the event of a host 
failure, starts them on the alternative server, so that the 
virtual machine is available again as quickly as possible.
 By the way: the duplicated virtual system of the  
aAddCon Redundancy module not only provides you a 
competitive edge in event of a real emergency, it can also 
be used when maintenance work is in progress to prevent 
system downtimes.

maximum SEcurity

Your system is optimally protected due to the strict sepa-
ration of the management network and the production 
network, and the high availability of server and storage 
hardware.

aAddCon Redundancy

 Redundant hard- and software configuration 
 (based on vmware vSphere 5.5)

 High availability (HA) cluster and external,  
 fault-tolerant (FT) storage system 

 Also ideal for maintenance purposes

For more information:
www.awr-automation.com/
aaddcon/redundancy

aAddCon Redundancy uses mirrored 
software to enable duplication of the 
most important process data and 
recipes.
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Our services

[ BriEfing ]

Kick-off, joint compilation  
of task lists, preparation of 
offers, spec sheet generation

[ Planning ]

Generation of electric wir-
ing diagrams/schematics, 
introduction to automation 
concept

[ SoftwarE 
EnginEEring ]

Plant-specific software 
development

[ Simulation ]

Test scenarios, assessment 
scenarios, simulation of a pro-
duction day, physical depiction 
of the processes in algorithms

virtual tESt run 

We use aAddCon PLC to simulate your process flows at our premises 
and test the entire system in detail. This module emulates the full course 
of events including all the loop controls and dosing systems, so that  
everything is cross-checked before your plant goes into operation.  
Operator trainings are also efficiently designed.
 Your recipes can be entered into the system during the training 
phase, so you can dry-run entire processing days before going live,  
perfectly preparing you for future work with the new technology.

comPEtEnt Plant Planning and rEalization from a-z

We will always go  
the extra mile for you!

We are at your service at all times and will accompany 

your project from start to successful completion and 

beyond. From the very first briefing up to after-sales 

services, you can rely on our experience and expertise 

and our competent and friendly staff.
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That’s why we support you from initial plan-

ning to plant go-live and beyond. We fine-tune 

our software modules perfectly to your process  

engineering. 
 
We carry out both a virtual and a real trial run to make 
sure that the planned automation processes also interlock 
seamlessly in practice. And finally, your staff will be com-
prehensively trained so that they can use the aAddCon 
modules to exploit the full potential of your plant. 

We are not satisfied unless you are totally satisfied.  
And until your plant works perfectly.

“We check every smallest detail in the 

schematic diagrams before a plant with 

our specific automation modules goes into 

operation.” 

[ trainingS ]

Bespoke trainings for  
operators, product engineers, 
etc., based on the existing 
simulation

[ go-livE ]

I/O check, on-site  
functionality tests

[ Production 
SuPPort ]

From the beginning up to 
safe plant operation by your 
own staff

[ SErvicE ]

24/7 support and technical 
service for the plant

rEal trial run

After your plant has been tested in a virtual trial run and  
professionally installed, we carry out an additional trial run  
under real conditions. This practical test is only considered 
complete when everything works faultlessly. We then super-
vise the go-live and show you exactly how to control and man-
age the system yourself. We train all your staff – production 
managers, operators and lab staff – individually and according 
to their specific needs. 
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All the aAddCon modules come with compre-

hensive documentation, but we will train your 

staff thoroughly up front for added confidence. 

We also provide bespoke project planning sem-

inars so that you can tailor the system to your 

individual needs. 

As a rule, it takes around two days to train staff to work 
independently and confidently with the aAddCon system. 
Seminars and trainings can also be held on our premises 
if preferred. All trainings are customized to each client’s 
processes and to the various departments to best address 
the respective areas of interest.

laB Staff

Recipe generation and processing, quality control reports
 
oPEratorS

Handling, recipe management; starting, operating and 
monitoring processes 
 
tEchnical managErS

Optimizing processes, Simatic S7 interfaces, controlling 
aAddCon with WinCC, interfaces to valves and engines, 
adding alarms and messages, displaying analogue values, 
generating pipe colouration, hands-on practice with a se-
lected project

For more information:
www.awr-automation.com/
trainings

Manuals are useful,  
but personal, hands-on trainings  

are more effective.

Seminars & Trainings

We can train your staff either 
at our own training facilities or 
on-site at your premises.
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We are always here  
to help you. Even when we’re  

not actually ‘here’.

long diStancES arE not a ProBlEm

Above and beyond the fundamental services that guaran-
tee the most important maintenance and repair services 
on site, AWR automation also provides remote diagnostics 
to help solve any problems even across large distances.

ovErviEw of our SErvicE offEr:

 Comprehensive plant maintenance within the  
 warranty period 

 fault diagnostics and correction, even after expiry  
 of the warranty period 

 Provision of software updates and upgrades

 Telephone support - consultation and troubleshooting 

 24/7 emergency service

 Remote diagnostics and fault rectification via VPN

For more information:
www.awr-automation.com/ 
servicesupport

Service & Support

worldwidE SErvicE – we 
solve software problems per  
remote access via the Internet,  
no matter where in the world  
your plant is.

24/7 SErvicE – you can reach 
us day and night, and in the event 
of an emergency, we will be right 
with you.
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AWR GmbH  
The software specialists for  
process control technology.

AWR GmbH, located in Ketsch near Mannheim, serves national and international 

firms from the automation industry. We are a globally active company with many 

prestigious clients and with a special focus on the food sector.  

AWR GmbH is DIN EN ISO 9001:2008 certified.

The company

[ 2006 ]

Stefan Aichele  
joins the team as  
second CEO

[ 2007 ]

Company name 
changed to AWR 
GmbH

Certification according to 
DIN EN ISO 9001:2008

[ 2004 ][ 1989 ]

Manfred Würbel and 
Herbert Rica start up 
their engineering firm 
Würbel & Rica

[ 1990 ]

IWR GmbH is 
founded

[ 1996 ]

Creation of a process control system 
with PCÜSR and Coros LSB

We specialize in WinCC, Zenon, Wonderware, ProTool, 
factoryLink, Coros, PCÜSR, fix intellution (C++ Builder 
and Wf470), but are sufficiently flexible and qualified to 
program in other system environments. Our visual repre-
sentations work on PC systems and control panels alike. 
We use Siemens Simatic S7 for our software systems, and 

control systems by ABB, Allen Bradley, and Texas instru-
ments.Our software platforms include Step 7, TwinCat 2 
and 3, Allen Bradely, C#, Silverlight, to name but a few. We  
additionally support many of our customers with conver-
sions from Step 5, factory Link and ProTool. 
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Beverage manufacturers /  

breweries 

 

 

Food sector /  

bakeries

Pharmaceuticals /  

health industry

Mechanical engineering /  

automotive industry

Plastics /  

chemicals industries

Reference customers

[ 2015 ]

aAddCon runs 
on Windows CE, 
Windows Phone

[ 2008 ]

Market launch of  
the aAddCon process 
control system

AWR GmbH becomes a certified 
Siemens Solution Partner

[ 2011 ]

Saudi Arabian company AlMarai  
uses aAddCon

[ 2014 ]

AWR GmbH becomes a COPA-DATA 
Developer Networks partner
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Software and process engineering 
from one source:  

with our partner company

Our partner in process engineering

CEO, AKR

Axel Keller

Cooperations

For more information:
www.akr-engineering.com

in this way we give you process engineering and auto-
mation solutions from one source, without any losses  
between the interfaces. We jointly develop customized 
and practice-oriented solution for your particular task. 
This partnership between AWR and AKR enables a total 
solution that guarantees you sustainable processes and 
lower operating costs. Benefit from these services – we 
will be happy to advise you.

AWR automation GmbH offers you innovative and intel-
ligent software solutions for process engineering, and our 
partner company AKR provides the process engineering 
support so that these solutions harmonize perfectly with 
your plant. AKR GmbH will supervise your project from 
planning and design through to final implementation of 
the technical processes or components by a plant manu-
facturer.

akr SErvicES

 Engineering and process engineering support for  
 the food and beverage industries

 Consulting services for selecting technical  
 processes and plants

 Equipment supply for the food industry in  
 cooperation with plant manufacturers

 Project management and project support relating  
 to investments, change processes and rationalization  
 measures

 Optimization support in maintenance processes  
 (reliability methodologies)

 Support for occupational safety (HSO) and 
 environmental protection issues and dealing  
 with authorities

 Support for the selection of suppliers, institutions  
 and laboratories
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Claudia Aichele,  
Accounting Management Assistant
Phone: +49 (0) 62 02 / 69 48-12
claudia.aichele @ awr-automation.com

Herbert Rica, CEO
herbert.rica @ awr-automation.com

Please feel free to contact us – we will be happy to arrange a consultation about aAddCon to discuss any 
open questions and issues.

Stefan Aichele, CEO
stefan.aichele @ awr-automation.com

Bettina Mayer,  
Marketing Management Assistant
Phone: +49 (0) 62 02 / 69 48-10
bettina.mayer @ awr-automation.com



For more information about AWR 
and the smart aAddCon system, 
please visit:

www.awr-automation.com

AWR GmbH | Bahnhofsanlage 1  |  68775 Ketsch  |  Germany |  Phone +49  (0) 62 02 / 69 48-0  |  Fax  +49  (0) 62 02 / 69 48-99  |  info @ awr-automation.com
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